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Global Financial Markets 
 Direct funding is when companies themselves issue securities, which is costly so it is done 

when they need to raise a lot of money 

o Short term debt: discount securities because they pay no interest they are just sold 

at an amount discounted from face value 

o Long term debt: sold at close to face value, and pays coupon payments 

o Debt is issued in a Primary market and traded in a secondary market 

 

o Demand is from borrowers and the supply is from the organisations that are raising 

funds 

o How could demand be shifted? 

 Better investment environment 



o How could supply be shifted? 

 If the money isn’t going into this market then maybe it is going into different 

funds markets  

 The diagram above could be for short term debt but with increased 

confidence people might start going into long term debt for better 

yields, there would be less money offered in this specific market. 

 The belief that the currency will depreciate or appreciate 

 The interest rates: lower demand makes the prices fall which increases yield 

 The best type of short term debt is a promissory note 

o They are only issued by the government, banks and blue chip companies 

o Treasuring bills (issued by government) are treated as being the risk free rate (the 

government bond rate) 

 The higher rates on other instruments are because of risk premiums  

 Overnight cash market 

o Lent at the overnight cash rate 

o Banks hold exchange settlement accounts with the RBA 

 Short term rates and cash rate 

o There is a very close correlation, the cash rate is just less volatile 

o 30/90/180 day rates move slightly BEFORE the cash rate moves 

 This is to equalise expected returns, 

 If the market expects the cash rate to go up, because these markets 

are largely substitutable, the rates in the other markets will go up.  If 

the 30 day market didn’t increase no-one would put money into it.   

 There is an averaging effect, the rates in these markets are an 

average of the expected rates (more or less because of risk 

premiums and giving up liquidity) 

 

 Alan Greenspan: global forces are now more powerful than monetary policy 

o Large companies often need long term interest to finance projects so monetary 

policy doesn’t affect them much either. 



 Movements in long term markets tend to be correlated because of international capital 

mobility 

o There is little correlation between the short term rates of countries 

 Bonds: they are more risky because they are long term but they are less volatile than stocks 

 

 If there is an increase in the supply of loanable funds, then some of this will go to buying 

bonds. 

o This will increase the price of bonds as more people demand them.  This will cause 

the interest rate from these bonds to fall. 

 

 

 Why do countries have different interest rates? 

o The risk premium 

o Inflation 

o Expected Exchange rate changes 

o Expected interest rate changes 

 How does capital mobility equalise interest rates across countries  

 



o If something changes and people send their money elsewhere, it will cause less 

demand in one country for loanable funds, which will cause the RIR to fall. 

o It will also increase the supply in the target country with against causes 

the interest rate to fall.  This shows how global forces affect the long 

term interest rate.  They may not be exactly equal but they generally 

rise and fall together. 

 

 An increase in the supply of loanable funds (this is people providing money to invest in 

things such as bonds), will mean that more people have money that they can loan to people, 

and they buy bonds.  They are two sides of the same coin.  Loanable funds (increase supply) 

is used to buy bonds (increased demand).  

 What happens to the bond market if the stock market surges 

o As people move out of it, the price goes down which gets the interest rate to go up 

 How do you explain the correlation? 

 

o Because of the substitutable of the markets 

 You have to look at the above model of the markets for loanable funds, to 

show that when supply/demand changes in one country it changes in the 

other 

o How do you explain the small gap? 

 There are supply side factors 

 Rick premium differences is one reason 

o What about Japan 

 QE: there is an expectation that interest rates wills stay low 

 Because of the weakness of the economy, people want the safety of bonds 

Price 

Quantity Quantity 

RIR 



 There is also an impact from the exchange rate:  if prices are falling in Japan 

(because of deflation) then it will attract foreign investment.  This will mean 

that there are more loanable funds which will push up bond prices and push 

down yields 

 

 

 


